Abstract. Summarize parameter acquisition methods for traffic accident reconstruction, list the parameters uncertainty representation, design comparison test ,compare the adhesion coefficients from the look-up table method, tester method, vehicle detection method with actual accident vehicle detection adhesion coefficient, the results show that there are the significant errors, and give the error analysis and suggestions.
Introduction
The general model for traffic accident reconstruction, the establishment of a model of reproduction, reproduction input parameters, we reproduce the results, the degree of uncertainty and the uncertainty calculation method determines the uncertainty of the results of reproduction and reproduction parameters of the model, so we need to study these factors, mainly studies the representation of parameter uncertainty in this paper.
Parameter Acquisition Method
There are many accident reconstruction parameters. The traffic accident is the result of the interaction between human, vehicle, road and environment, so there will be people, vehicles, roads and environment parameters in the model. The different parameters are used for different models, and their parameters are obtained by different methods, which can be divided into three categories:
The first method is look-up table. Such parameters are generally determined, easy to obtain, high accuracy. This is referred to as accurate parameters, such as the height of the vehicle's appearance, various constants such as gravity acceleration. The adhesion coefficient of different road surface can be obtained by look-up table.
The second method is measurement. Measurement is not necessarily accurate, not only because of the error of the measuring instrument, and sometimes cannot be measured directly, and the use of the method of measurement, which has the problem of traceability.
The third category is estimation. Some parameters are not easy to measure, can only be used to estimate the method, it is estimated that because of the estimation of the experience and judgment, resulting in certain errors, such as collision recovery coefficient.
According to the standard of GA/T643-2006, by B.2 based on the commonly used data acquisition method and B.3 road adhesion coefficient method to obtain the reference value table, industry standards give three methods for obtaining parameters , experiment, questionnaire, estimation, and the specific parameters in acquisition method are listed in table 1.
Parameter Uncertainty Representation
In the study of accident reconstruction, it is mainly to determine the possible interval of the results, or the distribution of the results. In order to obtain this interval, we need to use a reproduction model, through some input parameters to reproduce. We cannot determine the true Value of many parameters, these parameters need to be given the true value of the interval may be, because these parameters to obtain the different methods, the method will be different, there are three main forms.
An Expression of the Best Estimate with Uncertainty
For example ( ) L M R ∈ ± , the true value of the parameter is L ,the average value of the measured results is M . The error range of the measuring instrument is R . Such a form, generally refers to the measured parameters unchanged, the results of repeated measurements.
Maximum and Minimum Interval Representation

Such as
, the true value of the parameters is L , smaller value is 1 a ,larger value is 2 a , true value may be between 1 a and 2 a , this interval given is generally estimation results, such as GA/T643-2006, the new car in the following 48 speed sliding attachment coefficient of car with 48 km/h is 0.80 ~1.00 on the dry pavement concrete pavement.
Statistical Distribution Representation
is distribution density, many distribution intervals are given in parameters measurement, as many parameters obey the normal distribution ( ) 
Uncertainty Comparison of Different Parameter Uncertainty Interval Acquisition Methods
In order to get the true value intervals of the parameters , we need parameter acquisition method, there are three methods mentioned above, estimation, questionnaire, measurement, in order to compare ranges got by different methods , study it with a case about the adhesion coefficient.
Research Method
In order to compare the different data acquisition methods, we regard maximum average braking strength as real vehicle friction coefficient. vehicle speed is about 65-80km/h, the pavement is dry and wear, firstly using the look-up table method, according to the conditions of the road, the possible range of values is 0.45~0.75 in the standard GA/T643-2006, and then use the different adhesion coefficient tester to test, repeatedly test, test instruments include flat and round bottom, process the measured data, we get the mean value and standard deviation of 3 times, see Table 2 , and then use different vehicle to test in this road, specific data is in table 3. The variance of the tester in the table is 3 times standard deviation. Take one of the car F150 -2 adhesion coefficient by testing as the accident car data, and finally the data summary is in the table 4, Comparison chart is in figure 1. 
Result Analysis
Results show that maximum relative errors between adhesion coefficient data obtained from the look-up 
